YOU made an impact! Thanks to your support, thousands more teens were equipped
with financial literacy knowledge, tools, and mentorship in 2019-2020.
Now in its 15th year, SecureFutures is a leader in teen financial literacy with programs
that have impacted over 85,000 teens. Amid the challenges of the new educational landscape
created by COVID-19, SecureFutures adapted quickly to ensure that our programs
continue to reach the students who need them, so that every teen can graduate from
high school with the knowledge and support they need for a lifetime of financial capability.

2019-2020 Impact

7,279 students served
232 volunteers
121 schools and community sites

Money Path
Our comprehensive and unparalleled web-based software tool guides
teens through a step-by-step simulation of life after high school, uniquely
linking academic and career planning with financial planning.

2019-2020 Outcomes
3992 students | 76 sites | 72 volunteers
Results include both virtual and in-person programming

Student financial habits after Money Path:
87% Increased their knowledge of important financial concepts
92% Agree that Money Path is helpful to build a plan for the future
94% More likely to determine what student loan amount is manageable for them
97% More likely to set up a savings plan for important financial goals
(Of 823 students surveyed 2019-2020)

“

I really liked how we had a class that taught us about real life situations and
how to manage money. I was so glad to learn something that would actually
benefit me in the future.
Nouce, HAPA high school student

”

Money Coach
Our unique financial mentoring program addresses the racial wealth gap, offering teens from underserved
communities the knowledge and support to develop strong money management habits for a lifetime.

2019-2020 Outcomes
453 students | 23 sites | 86 volunteers
Results reflect total enrollment before pivot to virtual learning

Student financial habits before and after Money Coach:
Have a bank account 61%
100%
Track expenses 27%
93%
Regularly use a budget 15%
84%
(Of 1024 students surveyed 2013-Fall 2019)

“

My favorite thing was how engaged the coaches were with us students.
I learned a lot of important things that will help me make better decisions.

”

Janae, Rufus King high school student

Money Sense
Our financial fundamentals program introduces teens to financial literacy
basics like budgeting, banking, credit and loans. In the upcoming school
year, SecureFutures will launch Money Sense Flex and Money Sense On
Demand, two new delivery formats to better meet the needs of educators
in virtual and hybrid-model learning environments.

2019-2020 Outcomes
4,273 students | 79 sites | 140 volunteers
Results include both virtual and in-person programming

93% of Money Sense participants say the course will positively affect the way they handle money
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